CASE STUDY:
Durham UNIVERSITY
Business School

MBA students maximise
team working for
future success
Durham UNIVERSITY Business School
(DUBS) is part of the prestigious
Durham University. DUBS is one of
the longest established Business
Schools in the UK and offers
business qualifications ranging
from Bachelor’s degrees to PhDs.
THE DUBS Master of Business
Administration (MBA) course is
very highly regarded worldwide.
Less than 1% of the world’s 3500
business schools hold triple
accreditation from three
internationally recognised
quality assurance marks for
their MBA courses – DUBS is part
of that elite group.
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The Challenge
Students at DUBS are strongly academic
individuals and the MBA course has a
proven track record of developing the
business leaders of the future. However
DUBS felt that team working and practical
skills could be accelerated in each new
cohort of students by creating a more
supportive atmosphere amongst them,
students which would ultimately boost
their future senior management careers.
The School approached Brathay to design
a programme which would develop
each individual’s confidence, personal
effectiveness and team working skills.
THE SOLUTION
Working with DUBS, Brathay developed a
two and a half day residential programme
at Brathay Hall, to be attended by students
at the start of the academic year. Using a
variety of personal assessment, coaching
and experiential team development
activities, the programme is designed to
develop core competencies, personal
confidence and teamwork. Supporting
students to recognise their own strengths,
and those of their peers, enables them to
work more effectively as a team on course
projects and crucially, when entering
the boardroom.

Outcomes
The practical learning experience assists the
MBA students in developing more effective
teams for their studies, leading to better
results for all students. The Brathay module
teaches students how to get the best from
themselves and from each other. They have
the time and space to reflect on the level
of influence they have, and how they react
to different situations, building problem
solving capability, utilising current coaching
practice and understanding personality
indicators. The programme uses immersive
exercises to develop tangible, real-world
skills, equipping them for teamwork and
leadership roles in their future careers.
“Brathay’s programme enables
our MBA students to understand
what the team can achieve by
working together. It helps
them to reflect on the level
of influence they have and
how they can draw on the
skills of their peers to benefit
the whole group.”
Marcia Hoynes
Career Development Manager

